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How to handle open EU documents in NAV/Business Central at end of Transition Period 
 

This booklet is designed to be a summary of the possible routes to handling the open documents relating to 

EU customers and vendors in your Dynamics NAV or Dynamics 365 Business Central system and the different 

considerations.  

 

This process only relates to EU trade, not domestic documents, they do not need to be changed, ROW/Export 

should also not need any changes, its just EU trade that is affected. 

 

This is a guide only, general suggestions that will broadly apply to most businesses. 

 

 

This is not VAT advice 
¶ We are showing a ômechanicalõ means to achieve certain results in your system 

¶ If you are unsure of the VAT treatment, then you must seek specialist advice 

¶ Similarly, we are not in a position to advise on Customs processes 
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1.1 Introduction 
Target audience 

We have provided quite detailed notes, they are aimed at telling you how to handle the changeover, not aimed 

at telling someone new to the system what to do, so some knowledge of both the system and of your own 

companyõs internal process is required for this process. 

 

Images and versions 

We have provided some images to assist in places but not fully step by step, these images are done in both the 

Desktop Client (to support our NAV users) and the web client (to support our Business Central users) but where 

it looks virtually the same/the principal is the same we show it in one of these and alternate which we show. 

There are variations in features and, behaviour over the many different versions of NAV and Business Central that 

our customers have, we are trying to give a general guide here, you need to test in your specific version 

 

Northern Ireland 

Due to the delay in the agreement of a Free Trade Deal with the EU and the current confusion caused by two 

different interpretations of what trade with Northern Ireland will look like, this is still being clarified.  

It seems the agreed treatment (UK government view and now accepted by EU authorities) is that for both goods and 

services NI trade  remains as domestic trade, so those open documents will not need changes. 

 

Services 

Trade in services has been unclear due to the general focus on the changes for goods. Sales or Purchases of 

Services continue as before, the ôGeneral Rulesõ for place of supply continue, the reverse charge continues. 

These lines/documents will not need to be changed over to a new treatment, even for EU. 

 

General Principles 

¶ Please make sure you are familiar with the new VAT Posting setup which will apply from 11pm 31st 

December 2020 (GMT) (i.e. 00:00 hours 1st Jan 2021 in Europe).  

¶ Anything shipped to EU customers or received from EU vendors after this time will not be using the EU 

Reverse Charge VAT posting setup, they will be zero rated same as for ROW/Rest of World/Export  

¶ Please see our guidance documents for detail, available on our portal https://www.tecman.co.uk/brexit 

 

Regarding your open documents at this switchover time 

¶ All the lines that have been received or shipped up to 11pm 31st December 2021 need to be invoiced off 

in the usual way, using the existing VAT posting setup 

¶ You will potentially have open documents at the switchover time, with lines with a quantity remaining, 

these lines will need to be split, to allow the new posting setup to be used.  

¶ Depending on the functionality you use and how you invoice, these lines may need to be split to another 

document entirely 

¶ You should not use the existing VAT posting setup for shipments or receipts that have passed over the 

EU over after the end of the transition period, we have left the EU VAT regime. 

¶ Please see the suggestions in the Preparation section (section 2), for ways to make this more manageable 

¶ It is vital your company tests this process (during December), to find any potential issues, we have 

attempted to mention most in this document, but it is general, aimed at all our customers, you need to 

determine the relevant considerations for your business from our suggestions 

¶ Also check in case there are any other aspects that you need to consider due to your customisations or 

integrations 

¶ This is not VAT advice, we are showing a ômechanicalõ means to achieve certain results in the system, if 

you are unsure of the VAT treatment then you must seek specialist advice 

Å You are in control of all of this, these are just suggestions, but we are aiming to show best practice 

Å If not sure then please contact us via your Account Manager to arrange further assistance  

https://www.tecman.co.uk/brexit
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1.2 Do I really have to do this? 
(us pre-empting some questions you may have) 

 

In short yes. You need to make all efforts to ensure that your documents post with the correct VAT treatment. The 

HMRC Charter talks about òworking with you to get tax rightó. 

 

Question: But if I post a Sales Invoice using the EU reverse charge setup, it doesnõt do anything, itõs the same as zero 

rating it, isnõt it? 

Answer: True. It will not make your amount of VAT owed wrong. But the VAT entries recorded in your system will 

be using the wrong treatment (EU reverse charge), and if audited could be queried. 

 

If however you are selling ExñWorks the place of supply is the factory gates so you should be charging VAT and 

then crediting the VAT element when proof of export is provided.  

 

We suggest you make best efforts to update the documents, so they post with the correct treatment. 

 

Question: Is it a problem if I have posted a Purchase Invoice in January using the EU Reverse Charge setup 

Answer: It depends on the context: 

1 -If the goods passed through customs prior to the 11pm on 31st December 2020 deadline, then they should use 

the EU Reverse Charge setup. If the invoice is received in January 2021 but has an invoice date in December, you 

will post this with a posting date (tax point) in December to reflect this. 

 

2 ð If the purchase invoice is received late, i.e. after you have closed your December accounts, then you will be 

posting with a posting date in January 2021, but as this relates to goods imported before the deadline, itõs the 

correct treatment. 

 

3 ð If the goods were imported after the 11pm 31st December 2020 cutoff, then they should not use the old 

treatment of EU Reverse Charge, they should be using the zero-rated treatment same as ROW imports. If you then 

post the purchase invoice using this (incorrect) treatment, you will have figures in Box 2 of your VAT statement 

that should not be there.  

Whilst the EU reverse charge process for purchases will not make a material difference to the VAT you owe or can 

reclaim (it goes in boxes 2 and 4 so balances out), you need to consider whether having entries in Box 2 that 

makes it clear to HMRC that you are getting the process wrong is a good idea. Especially if your VAT return is a 

reclaim, you could suppose that HMRC are more likely to question things/audit if you make it obvious you are 

doing it wrong. 

 

So, if you do nothing, your VAT payment will still be correct, but your VAT return will be wrong. 
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2 Preparation 
Å Basic principle ð you need to plan for this and test it in your test system/sandbox environment 

Å Get a team of people involved, consider timings and holidays (is there a Christmas shutdown? What is the 

availability of your key staff over this period?) 

Å What documents are in use in your business? (find out) 

Å For each type, you will need to test how you will deal with each type of open document, this could include: 

Sales Quotes, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders, Blanket Sales Orders, Drop Shipments/Special Orders, Sales 

Invoices, Purchase Invoices, Sales Return Orders etc. (the list will be different for each of our customers) 

Å Review your open orders, created before the deadline but with lines with a quantity remaining to be 

shipped or received after 11pm on 31st December, these are the ones you will be updating.  

Å Reduce the number of open orders (back orders) are they still really an active order you expect to ship 

or receive? If not then remove it from the system and reduce the size of your issue to update 

Å To do this, review your list of open documents such as purchase orders and sales orders and look at the 

dates, if you have old orders that were not fully fulfilled that still show as apparent ôback ordersõ are these 

still an active order that will be fulfilled? These need to be reviewed by the relevant departments. If not 

needed, then these need to be removed using the process below 

Å Plan when you can do this change over,  this will probably be after you have shipped/received/invoiced 

everything from December, and then swapped the relevant EU customers and vendors over to the new 

VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021) 

Å When will the December invoicing be completed? 

Å Plan last dispatch dates/times for Sales 

Å Can you manipulate your supply chain, to reduce receipts over this period? (this can buy you breathing 

time and also make your problem smaller) 

Å A note regarding the existing VAT Rate Change Tool, this  will not be any help to you, it is designed to 

help with a rate change and only changes the VAT Product Posting Group, not the VAT Business Posting 

Group. If you have a large number of open documents the manual process will obviously be more of an 

issue for you, unfortunately we do not have an out of the box solution for you, this will be a manual 

process for most of our customers.  

Å If your volume of open documents is going to be so large it is not practical to deal with manually in a 

practical timeframe then contact your Tecman Account Manager urgently (once you have completed the 

new questionnaire) as we can create a tool that will assist but given the range of versions and different 

documents involved it is not practical to create a ôsolutionõ for all of you. Any tool we develop for you is 

only going to be worth the time to us and expense to you if there are very large document volumes 

involved 
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2.1 To see the number of documents that may need to be 

reviewed 
Filter down the documents list page such as Purchase Orders list page using a filter to VAT Business Posting 

Group is EU (or the equivalent that you use in your system), then review the dates and check they are still required. 

If you Sort by the Document Date column this may give you a useful hint as to whether the order is still active 

 
 

It may also be helpful to filter to see completed orders that can be removed from the list, maybe filter by 

Completely Received is Yes for purchase orders or Completely Shipped for Sales Orders, or Shipped Not 

Invoiced on sales orders. These are most likely the ones about to be invoiced at this month end.  
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2.2 To see the line specific detail and review what is on the 

system as outstanding 
The list pages are only so much help, the line level detail is very helpful, which can be accessed via a filter and 

then this saved as a Saved View, as shown below. They will display in the Navigation Pane on the Desktop Client 

and in the ôBookmarksõ in the Web Client (depending on version of BC). 
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To see the line level information for your sales order or purchase orders: 

¶ Go to the Items list page, then go on to the card page of any item (it does not matter which) 

¶ On the card page, in the Inventory FastTab there are a number of FlowFields (in Blue) which give the 

figures for the quantities of this item in use on as sales orders, purchase order and production orders. 

 
¶ Click the blue quantity for Qty on Purch Order (for example, itõs the same process to repeat this for sales 

orders), click it even if it says zero, it doesnõt matter 

 
¶ You are now seeing a filtered view for this item only, we need it to show for all items, simply remove the 

filter to No. is whatever (item 1000 in the example above) 

¶ The lines will appear showing all the lines on purchase orders, however we need to filter this to just the 

lines where the VAT Business Posting Group is EU, so add a filter to achieve this.  
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¶ You now have a list showing all the lines, the Quantity on the line and how much is remaining (the 

Outstanding Quantity), note it also shows the document number and the Expected Receipt date. 

¶ In the example show here the three lines in grey with zero outstanding quantity are from a completed 

order that needs to be invoiced. There may be lines that have been invoiced but still remain on the 

purchase order, see section 2.3 for further information. 

¶ You may also want to add in a filter to Outstanding Quantity is <>0 (not zero) to get the data down to 

the level of what are the unfulfilled lines in the system and then review these 

 

 

 

¶ To save having to repeat this you can create a Saved 

View which will show in your NAV Pane (if using the 

Desktop Client) or saving the filters if using later 

versions of Business Central, if using BC14 itõs a bit 

more fiddly but can be done using configuration mode 
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2.3 Old orders on the system that are no longer needed 
The system will only delete sales/purchase orders if they are fully shipped/received and invoiced and if the 

invoicing is being done from the actual document. If you are invoicing from a sales invoice or purchase invoice 

and using Get Receipt lines / Get Shipment lines (for example) then someone needs to run a routine to clear them 

down (this may be done automatically via the Job Queue 

 

BUT it will only delete those where the Quantity on each line matched the Quantity Received/Shipped and 

Quantity Invoiced, if you part shipped or part received you will need to make a change to bring down the 

Quantity to match what was actually shipped/received if the remainder is no longer required. 

¶ Archive the order (optional but good practice ð see sections 2.4 and 2.5) 

¶ Reopen the order 

¶ Reduce the Quantity on the line(s) down to match the Quantity Shipped/Received and Quantity 

Invoiced (you need to have invoiced everything before doing this). 

¶ Do this for each order that is not ôliveõ.  

¶ Then run the Delete invoiced sales orders or Delete Invoiced Purchase Orders routine 

¶ In NAV you will find this via Search as shown below (it is not on the list page, it is found in Departments 

ð IT Administration ð Data Deletion 

 
¶ In Business Central this has been moved, you will find this on the list page for the Sales order or Purchase 

orders (shown below) on the Actions tab of the ribbon (if using the Desktop Client) 

 
  




































